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The Yawns are Coming! By
Christopher Eliopoulos

Noodles and his best friend were
having a sleep over. They had a list of
all the things they’d do including
staying up all night. But then the yawns
came. There were lots of them. Could
they stay up all night or would the
yawns overtake them? This is a cute
bedtime story your children will love.

Federico and the Wolf by
Rebecca J. Gomez

Join Federico in this MexicanAmerican twist of a fairy tale as he
takes a trip to the market and his
abuelo’s shop, only to discover that
the Big Bad Wolf is behind the
counter. How will he get rid of the
wolf and save his abuelo?! With a cup
of English and a dash of Spanish, this
book is prime for fun, fairy tales, and
learning new words.

On Account of the Gum by
Adam Rex

A hilarious account of the pitfalls of
getting gum caught in your hair!
Recount the misadventures of some of
the best intentions to help the
situation, but go terribly wrong! The
artists’ facial expressions are priceless!

Claude: The True Story of a
White Alligator by Emma
Bland Smith

When Claude the alligator was born,
the other animals noticed he was
different right away--he was an albino!
Join Claude on his journey as he is
rescued from the wild, meets new
friends, and teaches others to love
themselves just the way they are...no
matter their skin color.

Everybody Says Meow by
Constance Lombardo

This is a fun interactive story that your
audience will love to participate in! It
starts with a very simple instruction-but will everyone be able to follow it?
See what happens as the story unfolds
and watch for the unexpected twist at
the end!

How to Catch a Clover Thief
by Elise Parsley

Roy the wild boar has a BIG problem:
someone keeps stealing all his clover!
Join Roy as he tries to catch the thief
with the help (or is it?) of his friend
Jarvis the gopher. See if you can figure
out how to catch a clover thief!

Starla Jean: Which Came
First the Chicken or the
Friendship? by Elana K.
Arnold

In this short early chapter book, Starla
Jean finds a lost chicken at her local
park. When dad says, “If you can catch
it, you can keep it,” Starla Jean is quick
to accept the challenge! But who does
the chicken really belong to, what
makes a house pet a house pet, and
what do chickens eat, anyway?

Me & Mama by Cozbi A.
Cabrera

This simple, tender story about the
bond between a mother and daughter
as they spend the day together is a
celebration of love. It is the quiet
moments shared that are so special
like sharing oatmeal, combing hair,
and walking in the rain. The warmth of
Mama’s laugh is joyfully felt.

Rocket Says Clean Up! by
Nathan Byron

Rocket is back! Her exuberant voice
and the book's quirky illustrations
celebrate Jamaican beaches, a surfing
grammy, and the needs of wildlife.
Rocket demonstrates the power of one
multiplied by many as she encourages
beach goers to cleanup the plastic
waste. A go-getting character
partnered with an important
environmental message make this book
a joy to read.

The Blue House by Phoebe
Wahl

Leo and his dad share a lovely life
together in their old blue house,
complete with warm pie and dancing.
But the neighborhood is changing.
Facing the loss of their special place
brings many emotions, but they are
encouraged to cherish the memories
while embracing their new home.

